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I felt a silent current of love from you
Strong, steady and deep
For someone who has never had this kind
Of experience
There are no words to adequately explain
Whoever thinks you're worthless
I'm just saying
You're the heart of my universe
There's a special chemistry between us
One built on unconditional love
Ohhh

I live on a planet
Devoted to you
Every where you go I gotta go too
You can't escape me
You're just everything I've ever wanted
And to be this close to you
I feel like I'm flying on our love
I feel like I'm moving with your strength
I feel like I need you
Like you're my other half
Which means I can't live without you

Ohhh
I seem to spend a great deal of time
Just thinking about how mysterious and beautiful you
Are
And how much my world has changed since you came
along
Who needs words when I can tell by your eyes
What you're thinking
Everywhere you go I'm by your side
Any problem you have I'll help you through
If I needed to I would give my life for you
Ohhh

I live on a planet
Devoted to you
Every where you go I gotta go too
You can't escape me
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You're just everything I've ever wanted
And to be this close to you
I feel like I'm flying on our love
I feel like I'm moving with your strength
I feel like I need you
Like you're my other half
Which means I can't live without you

We are simply just two life forms

Journeying in time, in love, with each other
And I always say to myself
What in life is better than you
When ever I feel down
You come along and make my frown turn around
Before you came my heart was empty
But now my heart is ready to explode
Just cause I love you so- much
As soon as I looked into your eyes
You had kidnapped my mind
It was like you needed a warning sign

I live on a planet
Devoted to you
Every where you go I gotta go too
You can't escape me
You're just everything I've ever wanted
And to be this close to you
I feel like I'm flying on our love
I feel like I'm moving with your strength
I feel like I need you
Like you're my other half
Which means I can't live without you

Everytime I touch your chest
I can feel the steady beat of your heart
And I think you are
Just so enchanting so mysterious so astounding
You're everything to me and if I was told to leave you
I would say the answer is no
I'm never gonna leave your side
You blow me up like dynamite

I live on a planet
Devoted to you
Every where you go I gotta go too
You can't escape me
You're just everything I've ever wanted
And to be this close to you
I feel like I'm flying on our love
I feel like I'm moving with your strength



I feel like I need you
Like you're my other half
Which means I can't live without you

Ohhh
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